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A general comparison method, based on the construction of a minimal solution to a given three
term recurrence Yn+l -(z -an)Yn + b~Y..-l = 0, b~ # 0, and Pincherle's theorem, is applied

~

to the case \vhere l:::(lanl + Ib~ -il) < 00. A strong form of Nevai's theorem on the asymptotics
of the polynomial solutions to the recurrence is obtained \vhich extends to the case of complex
coefficients.

Since our constrl\ction of a minimal solution is
based on a perturbation method \ve also, in all that
follo\vs, make the natural additional assumption

1. INTRODUCTION

A monic orthogonal polynomial set {Qn(::)} ':'=0 .
(orthogonal with respect to a quasi-definite linear func-
tional), is characterized by a three term recurrence ( an .

b~ E C)

(1.3)

This allows a comparison \vith Chebyshev polynomials
and an extension of positive definite results to the quasi-
definite case. In particular ,ve give a nc\v derivation of
a result of Nevai [6, p. 1431 \vhich extends to the case of
complex coefficients. Note that if (1.3) does not hold,
then a different comparison is required. For example,

~

the case 2:(lan -;1 + Ib~ -i -~I) < 00, c2 + ~ f 0
necessitates a comparison \vith Pollaczek polynomials.

In §2 we construct minimal and dominant solutions
and in §3 \ve consider some properties of the polynomial
solutions of the first and second kind.

Qn+l(Z) -(:: -an)Qn(=) + b~Qn-l(Z} = 0,

b~+l # 0, n ? °

,vith initial conditions Q-l = o. Qo = 1 (Favard's the-
orem [1]). In the case of positive definite orthogonality
one has an E R. b~+l > 0, ,1. ? 0 and a positive
measure do: ,vith infinite support such that

Qn(x)Qrn(x)da(.z:) = bi... b~6nrn'
R

2. MINIMAL AND DOMINANT SOLUTIONS

The Chebyshev l"eCUrrence relation

The connection bet\veen the polynomial asymp-
to tics and those of the coefficients an, b~ h,).5 been inves-
tigated extensively by Ne\'ai and others in the positive
definite case (see [61. [7] and the recent survey by Van

Assche [8]).
vVe consider here a general appro11.ch to this prob-

lem based on the minimal solution to a given three tenn
recurrence relation and Pincherle's thcol.em [21. [41. Ot1l.
strategy is to first construct the minimal solution and
then deduce properties of the polynomial solutions.

This vie\vpoint is capable of denlillg with bounded
or unbounded coefficients \vhich are real or complex.
Ho\vever to illustrate the approach ..ve consider here the
complex Nevai class M(a, b) \vhere an --a and b~ --
b2/4 # o. Withot1t loss of generality \ve take a = 0

and b = 1 .

(2.1) X 'to" l't,. 0n+l -Z.'-n + -.'-n-l =
4

has linearly independent solutions

.\~::)(z) =(A::(Z))n, A::(=) = (=::1: .};2:1)/2,
(2.2)

-..£- 11-r ..

If z E C\[-l,l] we choose the square root branch so
~hat 1>..-(z)f-\+(z)1 < 1. Then (2.1) h.1S a minimal (or
subdominant) solution
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_\~.)(=) = _\~-)(=) = (/\_(=»)". = E C\[-l.l] To establish the absolute and unifol1n convergence
of the infinite summu.tions above and justify (2.7) as a
solution of (2.6) and the claim of minim.llity we use the
following Gron,vall type lemma.

and a dominant solution

_\,~d)(Z) = ..\'~+)(Z) = (,\+(;))", ; E C\[-l,l]

(i.e. _Y~')(Z)/Jy~d)(::) = (,\_(z)/).+(z))n -+ 0 as n -+
00 ).
Note the boundary ,-allIes of the millimal solution on
the cut

Lemma 1. Let {Yn}. {Cn}. {dn} be bollnded pos-
00 00

jtjve sequences ~vjth E Cn. E dn < 00. If Yn :5 1 +
00

E (cmYm + dmYm-l). n ~ no. th(!n there exists
m=n+l
No ~ no such that

(2.8) Yn $

II'"' (1 + Cm). 11 ? No .

(1- dm)=n+1
"=F(X) = (x =f i.jl-=-;;;2)/2. x E (-1,1)

Proof. Let !/n $ M, Vn. Choose No < N such
00

that dn+l < 1, n ~ No ~u1d z::: (Ck + d~) < 6.
k=N+l

Then induction starting from n = IV do\vn to n = ..Vo
establishes

yields a ratio of solutions which oscilla.tes as n -..00.
Thus there is no minimal solution for = = x E ( -1,1) .

To construct the corresponding solutions for the
three term recurrence
(2.5)
Yn+l(Z)-(=-an)Yn(=)+b~Yn-l(=) = 0, b~+l i 0, n ? 0

\ve use the basic equation [3], [5]

No :5 n :5 JV, No\v let N -+ 00. 6" -+ O. 0

Theorem 2a. (Asymptotjcs off the cut). Let = E
C\[-l.l]. Then (2.5) has muJimnJ ,o;o]utjon given by
(2.7) with~

y~.)(::) = _\'"~.)(::) -L Gnm(=)[amY~.)(z
m=n+l

+ ( b2 -~ )).(.) (::)1m 4 m-l

(2.9) Y~')(z) = (,\_(:))n(l + fn). fn = 0(1)

and dominant solution

(2.10) l'~d)(=) = (>.+(=))n(l + f~), E~ =,0(1)

determined from

(2.11
n

vI-' (}~')(::), )..~tl)( z)) = Ano II b~. 71 ~ 710

1:=no
T.T"( ,.-(.) ,,-(d») 0- ".(.) ( _ ) ,..(d) ( - ) -\"(d) ( ," ) X(') ( '"'IV -"m ,-"m .--"m -."m+l -.m --m+l -,

Furthermore the estinl,1te.~ (2.9) ;Ind (2.10) are Ul1i-
form for z bounded away fi'om [-1.1].

Proof. Assume (2.6). Let Yn = 1}"J')(::)/-Y~')(z)l.
Then from (2.6) and the bound

(2.12)

Note that in the above summation Gnm{::) =

2m-n+lUm-n-l{Z) \vhere Un(=) is the Chebyshev

polynomial of the second lcind.
The Volterra type equation (2.6) Call be solved by

iteration:

11- (~)m-nl < 2
IGnm(::).\'"!.:)(=)/.Y~')(::)1 = 1J;2-=l1 -1P-=1

(2.7) we obtain

~

y~.)(=) = 2::: 1'n,r
r=O

r~.O(z) = _\~.)(=)

~

1/"n,r+l(Z) = -2::: Gnm(:)[Om1"m,r(=)
m=n+l

~

L (CmYm + dm!/m-
m=n+l

Yn $: 1 +(2.13)
r~O
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Cn = 21anl d = 41b~ -tll= +~~ ~I
1./;2-=11' n I v;:;-:::ll

Note that bo is arbitrary and can be chosen equal to
1.

Lemn1a 1 establishes the absolut~ and uniform con-
vergence of (2.i) for:: bounded a.\vay from [-1,1]
and n sufficiently large since (:?.i) is majorized by

~
I~\'~')(::)I n ~ for all sufficiently large n. This

1o=n+1

justifies (2. i) as a soltttion of (:?.6) ,u1d the estimate

(2.9).

From the asymptotics off the cut and addi-
tional assumptions on the properties of the zeros of

Y~;)(z) \ve have a Stieltjes type representation for

rim Pn(Z)/Qn(Z) as n -00.

Theorem 3. Let {Z.}r;=l' N ~ 00 be the zero set of

Y~;)(z). If Z It [-1,1] U {z.}, then

Jim !!:i=l = .Ii.~~
n-~ Qn(z) b2Y('>( Z )0 -1

Equation (2.11) is an identity for any pair of solu-
tions of (2.5). For no sufficiently large this first order

difference equation for }..~d) ma~' he solved in terms of

y~.) to obtaill

(3.3)

Furthermore if the zeros of Y~;)(z) are simple and have

no limit points in (-1,1) and Y~;)(x:!:: iO) ~ 0, x E

(-1,1) thenn r

1..(d) ( ~ ) -I ".(0) ( - ) '\:""' ( II b2)/1'(0) ( '")y (o) ( '"
)n+l --.~no.r n+l" L- 1: r -r+l-

r=no 1:=no

n ?; I/O .

l'"oC')(z) N Rk / 1 da(x)--+ -
b2yC')( Z ) -2; Z -Zk -1 Z -x
0 -1 k-1

(3.4)

where da(x) = a'(x)dx if x E (-1,1) and

(3.5)
Yo(')(x -iO) Yo(')(x + iO)

b2Y(') (X -iO ) -b2Y(') (x + iO)0 -1 0 -1

1
o'(x) = 2-;;:

, x E (-1,1),=

A choice or normalization const.Ult .{no and (2.0) yields

(2.10). 0
We now consider thc hoUlldary value:i or the mini-

mal solution to obtain wlutions UII the cut.

Theorem 2b. (Asymptotics 'ou the CIlt). If.: = x E
(-1,1), then (2.5) hn.s- linearl.,' u]dependent solutions
given by the boundar-,' values of (2.7) \vith

(2.14)
}'l')(x:f:iO) = (A=F(;r))"(1+o(1)), ,\%(.r) = x:f:iJi"":-;2"

Proof. Take the ratio of (3.1) and (3.2) and use the

asymptotics for y,~.), y~d) (Theorem 2a) to obtainFurtbermore the estimate (2.14) i.so uniform for x in a

closed subinter"al of (-1, 1) .

!d:1 -Ii~.(.:::L
Qn(Z) -b~Y~~)(z)

( >"-(Z) 1+0( ~
Proof. Take the z = x :I:: if. ~ -+ 0+ boundary \-al-
ues oC (2.6) and (2.7). Tht' esti111ntcs (2.12) antI (2.13)
continue to hold uniConnly COl' j' bounded ~\vay Cram
-1,1. Thus (2.14) follows from the boundary values oC

(2.9). 0

(Pincherle's theorem) which establishes (3.3). From
Weierstrass' theorem on the uniform convergence of
a sequence of analytic functions applied to the iter-

ated solution of (2.6), one hn.~ Y~')(z) analytic for
z E C\[-I, 1] and all sufficiently large n. By backward

recurrence one has Yo(')(z) and Y~~)(z) also analytic
for z E C\[-I, 1]. Also Pn(Z)/Qn(z) = ~ + D( -:r).
From Cauchy's theorem, the assumption on the zeros

of Y~~)(z) and Y~~)(x 1: iO) # 0, x E (-1,1) one
obtains (3.4) and (3.5). Finally (3.6) follows from the

Wronskian (Casorati) identity

3. POLYNOMIAL SOLUTIONS

Let Qn(Z), Pn(z) be polynomial solutions of (2.5)
of the first and second kind respectively ( Qo = PI = 1 ,
QI = Z -ao, P2 = z -al ). We express these in terms
of the solutions obtained in §2. Thus for z E C\[-l, 1]

Pn(Z) = YO(')(Z)yJd)(Z) -YO(d~c.Z)YJ')(Z)

b~W(Y~;)(z), Y~~)(z))
(3.1)

vV(Y~~)(r + iO),Y~~)(r -iO))

Y~;)(Z)y~d)(Z) -y~~)(Z)Y~')(Z)Qn(Z) = -.~V(Y~;)(Z), y~~)(Z»)(3.2)
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and the asymptotics on the cut (Theorem 2b). Note

that a'(x) is continuous since Y~~)(x:i: iO) is contin-
uous (uniform convergence of the boundary vc:1.lues of
(2.5) for n sufficiently large plus backward recurrence).
0

) n".(,>( ) ~ )..=~(z) .r --L:.-b~(II 411;)(1 + 0(1) ,
Qn(-) ~ .-

1V:;- -1 J-

z E C\[-I, 1], z # =1: .

"."':'}
) n ,(d) ( _ ) ~ )(>'-(Zk) } -J :k b~(II 4b~)(1 + 0(1) .

Qn(-k) -Jzr=-I j=J

%1: E C\[-I, 1],

and with the additional assumptions oE Theorem 3

(3.13)
Qn(X) =

J.
2=

, 2( n 4bJ)
j=l(! )"2

The additional assumptions for the zeros of Y~;){z}
are convenient but not essential. The convenience here
is in mimicking the corresponding positive definite for-
mulas. For the positive definitive case these assump-
tions are superfluous since one hns some control over

the zero set. In particular the zeros of Y~;){z} are then
simple and can occur only in {-oo, -1] U [1,00} with
possible accumulation points only at :f: 1. Furthermore
the zeros of Y~~){i} and Yo('){z} must interlace.

Corollary 4. (Orthogonalit.v). ",ritb the assumptions
of Theorem 3 one has

N j 1

2::: Qn(=k)Qm(Zk)Rk + -1 Qn{x)Qm{x)dcr{x){3.7} 
k=1

sin (nt/>(x) + 6(:1:) + 0(1),~ ..;r:;;-i;;I(~

Z E (-1.1).

4>(x) = arccos(x),

Y~;)(x + iO) + Y~;)(:r -iO)

2(Y~;)(x + iO)Y~;)(x -iO))1/2
6(x) = arccos

n

= (II b~)6nm.
k=l

- Proof. From (2.9), (2.10), (3.2) and the Wronskian iden-
tity one obtains (3.11) and (3.12). From (2.14), (3.5),
(3.10) alld the Wronskian identity one obtnins (3.13).
0
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